Temporal structure of sound pressure level is a key aspect at the time of characterizing urban sound environments. In urban
Introduction
A major difficulty encountered in the description of an urban area from an acoustic perspective is the variability of environmental noise in time [1] [2] [3] . It is well known that road traffic noise levels vary highly over time and space [4] . Short-term variations due to individual vehicles' pass-by or fluctuations set by traffic cycles are quite common [5] . Moreover, urban environments often involve short time events that introduce a large amount of sound pressure. In this work, such phenomena are known as impulsive sound events. They include, in the urban context, ambulances, vehicles moving at high speeds, honking horns, banging or crashing sounds, shouting voices, etc., but also church bells, sirens of a school, etc. The occurrence of these impulsive sound events largely affects the temporal structure of urban sound ambient [6] .
It has been widely asserted that noise variability should be taken into account in environmental noise research [4] . For example, Botteldooren et al. [7] maintain that the temporal structure of the environmental noise level should be considered in order to correctly characterize an urban sound environment. In fact, the timeframe (e.g. how long the measurement should be) must be considered [8] , with the aim of ensuring that the results are representative of the real conditions [9] [10] [11] . Within this same context, Gonzalez et al. [12] establish that urban noise measurements must extend over a long enough period of time to be stable and reliable, but not extremely long in order not to increase field work expense beyond aceptable levels. A parameter which can inform about the time required to obtain a sound pressure level representative of the evaluated urban sound ambient is the stabilization time of the sound pressure level [6] .
Accordingly, this work aims to propose a procedure to estimate a value of L Aeq,T , representative of a given urban localization in a short-term time period, from the utilization of the value of the stabilization time of the sound pressure level. For it, the behavior of the stabilization time against both the road traffic intensity and the appearance of deterministic impulsive sound events have been studied. In the following section we focus on the parameter "stabilization time of the sound pressure level" (Section 2). In Section 3.1, the definition of an impulsive sound event is provided, along with brief methodology for its detection. Section 3.2 describes the methodology used to obtain the data. Finally, in Section 4 the results of the work are presented and discussed.
2. Stabilization time of the sound pressure level The continuous equivalent sound pressure level (L Aeq ) can be defined as a constant noise level whose sound energy value is equal to an averaged energy of the noise level fluctuation over a total measurement time interval [13] . When an environmental noise measurement is taken, the L Aeq descriptor changes as time passes, according to the sound pressure level prevailing in the ambient. Over time, the sound pressure level accumulates, and the values of this sound pressure level fluctuate until its stabilization takes place. Due to L Aeq being a parameter with "many inertia", there comes a point at which great variations in the instantaneous levels are necessary in order that fluctuations in the value of L Aeq appear [6] .
The stabilization time of the sound pressure level is defined as the required measurement time (t i ) in order that the measured continuous equivalent sound pressure level L Aeq,ti differs from the overall continuous equivalent sound pressure level L Aeq,T in less than ε.
(1) where ε is the accuracy claimed for the measurement [6] . The value of ε used in this work is ±1 dBA (the value of ε was chosen from a deep analysis of the works [14] [15] [16] , as well as of a preceding investigation [17] ). Therefore, stabilization time is calculated by comparing the overall L Aeq of a given location with the L Aeq of the first second of measurement, of the first two accumulated seconds, of the first three accumulated seconds, etc. (L Aeq1 , L Aeq1+2 , L Aeq1+2+3 , etc.). It is established that n is the stabilization time when, from the second n of measurement onward, the accumulated L Aeq and the overall L Aeq of the location differ less than the given ε.
This parameter informs us about the time required for measuring in a given localization in order to obtain a value of L Aeq,T representative of the considered urban sound ambient. In other words, to attain a reliable short-term characterization of the sound climate of a certain urban location, one must measure during at least a period equal to the stabilization time. Nonetheless, it should be mentioned that this parameter is very sensitive to high emerging noise, called impulsive sound events in this research. Although these sound events are mostly not representative of the analyzed environment, in certain cases, appear deterministic impulsive sound events, which are representative of a given urban soundscape, since, these emerging sound events are an essential part of the sound ambient (e.g. church bell, siren of a school, etc.). Because the latter, the behavior of the stabilization time against the occurrence of a deterministic impulsive sound event is a key issue examined in this research.
3. Methodology 3.1. Identification of impulsive sound events An impulsive sound event (hereafter ISE) can be defined as an acoustic occurrence which generates an increase of 1 dB in the foreground continuous equivalent sound pressure level L Aeq (for more detail see [6] ).
Following the procedure established in Torija et al. [6] , to detect an ISE, the evolution in time of the parameter L Aeq,foreground is analyzed. To obtain the parameter L Aeq,foreground , from each of the instantaneous sound pressure levesl (L p,i ) the overall background noise level (L A90 ) was logarithmically subtracted, thus obtaining the foreground instantaneous sound pressure levels (L p,foreground,i ) and then from L p,foreground,i values L Aeq,foreground descriptor is calculated. Thus, if a great emerging sound event appears in time t i , this event will be considered as an impulsive sound event whenever the foreground continuous equivalent sound pressure level in time t i is at least 1 dB higher than the foreground continuous equivalent sound pressure level in time t i-1 .
Data sampling
A number of 80 measurement locations of the city of Granada (Spain) were selected to be as generically representative as possible of the wide range of urban settings. In this sample were included locations where the main noise source was road traffic, but also some locations affected by other sources of environmental noise. It should be mentioned that 35% of the selected localizations were affected directly by noise sources from commercial/leisure activities and 17.5% of the locations were not directly impacted by road It is necessary to indicate that the methodology established in this work refers to a 60-min period. Nevertheless, this methodology could be extrapolated to any short-term time period. Observing the results shown in Table 1 , we can assert that urban sound environments with direct impact of road traffic have higher stabilization time values than those without road traffic in the proximities. Furthermore, in Torija et al. [6] it is found that the greatest values of stabilization time are obtained in urban localizations with low road traffic intensity and intermittent traffic flow dynamics. Because of this, the relationship ESTIMATION PROCEDURE OF THE DESCRIPTOR L AEQ,T FROM THE STABILIZATION TIME OF THE SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL VALUE Figure 1 . Relationship between road traffic intensity and the stabilization time of the sound pressure level [6] . between stabilization time and road traffic intensity is analyzed (Figure 1 ). According to Figure 1 , an inversely proportional linear relationship between stabilization time of sound pressure level and road traffic intensity is observed (R 2 = 0.87). Low road traffic intensities correspond to intermittent traffic flow dynamics, so the short-term temporal fluctuation is higher, and therefore stabilization time has high values. In contrast, great road traffic intensities imply moderately stable sound levels, because of the saturation and accumulation of noise sources. Under these circumstances short-term temporal fluctuation is smaller, and the stabilization time is quite low. Therefore, under lower road traffic intensity, stabilization time value increases [6] .
From Figure 1 and, knowing the road traffic flow of a given urban localization, the minimum required time to measuring to undertake a short-term sound characterization (calculation of L Aeq,T ) of this urban location can be obtained.
Stabilization time vs. impulsive sound event occurrence
As stated previously, in urban environments the occurrence of impulsive sound events is very common [19] . In Table 1 it can be seen that in urban locations with impulsive sound events appearance, stabilization time value is greater than in the urban settings without this kind of sound events.
In this section, the behaviour of the stabilization time of the sound pressure level against the occurrence of one impulsive sound event is examined. The incidence of the time position and magnitude of the impulsive sound event on the stabilization time value is thoroughly analyzed.
To evaluate the influence of impulsive sound event time-position on the value of stabilization time, in a sample measurement with a relatively low short-term temporal fluctuation (stabilization time equal to 11.92 min) an impulsive sound event with 30 dBA more than the sampled measurement (with no impulsive sound event) L Aeq is introduced. When this event is introduced the stabilization time increases to 41.33 min (Figures 2b-c) . This event is added in minute 20 (Figure 2b ) and 41.33 (Figure 2c ), obtaining that the stabilization time value is the same in both cases. Indeed, the value of the stabilization time if an impulsive sound event is added inside the stabilization time period, in the sampled measurement, can be said to be independent of its position. However, when this impulsive sound event is introduced at time above 41.33 min, as in figure 2(d) 45, then the stabilization time correspond to the time in which the high emerging noise appears [6] . On the other hand, a sound event with 20 dBA (Figure 3a) , 25 dBA ( Figure 3b ) and 30 dBA (Figure 3c ) more than the sampled measurement (with no impulsive sound event) L Aeq is introduced to evaluate the influence of magnitude of the impulsive sound event on stabilization time. As expected, if the sound pressure level added by the sound event is higher, the stabilization time value (26.16 min, 34.42 min and 41.85 min, respectively) increases. From this results can be deduced that, the required time for the sound pressure increase to become steady depends on its magnitude: the greater the generated sound pressure increase above the mean sound pressure level (without sound event), the higher the time necessary for stabilization to take place [6] .
If the appearance of an impulsive sound event takes place, stabilization of the sound pressure incorporated by the impulsive sound event can be produced according to the following function: (2) where L eq (t) is the energy-equivalent sound pressure level; T is the total time; T ISE,i is the time corresponding to the appearance of the impulsive sound event; SPL mean is the mean sound pressure level without the appearance of impulsive sound events; and SPL ISE,i is the sound pressure level introduced by the appearance of the impulsive sound event [6] .
In turn, when at the beginning of a sound pressure level sample with a constant value events with 1 to 50 dBA of sound pressure more than this constant L Aeq (Figure 4) are introduced, can be checked that the stabilization time increased, according to a logistic function (R 2 = 0.99), when the sound event magnitude was higher. According to Figure 4 , for increases below 10 dB and above 30 dB, stabilization time increases slightly. However, if the sound augment is comprised between 10 and 30 dB, an increase in the stabilization time value appears close to the linear function.
Calculation of L Aeq,T from the stabilization time value
A general procedure to L Aeq,T descriptor estimation from the value of the stabilization time of the sound pressure level is put forth in this section. The presented procedure contemplates two ways of calculation.
On the one hand, to obtain the minimum required time for measuring in a given urban [6] .
localization a representative value of L Aeq,T of the considered short-term time period, the stabilization time of the sound pressure level can be estimated from the road traffic intensity value (Figure 1 ). On the other hand, if a deterministic impulsive sound event, which deeply marks the temporal structure, being a quite representative element of the ambient sound (e.g. siren of a school, church bell, etc.) appear in a given urban location, to take a representative environmental noise measurement of this localization we must measure up at least the necessary time, as obtained in Figure 4 , in order that the sound pressure level introduced by this event be stabilized. However, if the stabilization time indicated by Figure 1 is higher, this one will be the minimum time to measuring.
It is suitable indicator that if the least measurement time indicates by the Figure 1 is over and yet the deterministic impulsive sound event (that we know appears once during the measurement period in this urban location) has not appeared, then it is necessary to extend the period of measurement at least until this event appears and the sound pressure level introduced become stabilized. In addition, if already the required time to the sound pressured level introduced become stabilized has passed, only until the event appears ( Figure 2) .
To conclude, this procedure will be valid if it is known that the deterministic impulsive sound event appears only once during the considered short-term time period. Moreover, this procedure is independent of the time when the measurement begins. Finally, if other impulsive sound events, which are not representative of the considered urban sound environment (e.g. ambulances, honking horns, vehicles circulating at high speeds, etc.) appear while the environmental noise measurement is taken, these sounds events have to be detected and removed to the estimation of the descriptor L Aeq,T (from the value of the stabilization time).
Conclusions
In this paper it is put forth a general procedure to estimate, from the value of the stabilization time of the sound pressure level, a representative value of the L Aeq,T descriptor in a short-term time period for a given environment. According to the introduced methodology, to obtain an appropriate shortterm characterization of the ambient sound in a given urban localization it is necessary to measure at least a minimum period of time, which is provided by the parameter To complete a safe, efficient, low-pollution single transport area the EU must set itself realistic but binding environmental and safety goals for 2020, says Parliament in a resolution in December. Pollution, noise and congestion costs should be included in the prices paid by users, MEPs said. The "roadmap to a single European transport area" with figures, as approved by Parliament, supplements the long-run view of a Commission white paper on the future of EU transport policy. "Co-modal efficiency encompasses economic, environmental and safety aspects and it includes decent working conditions", said rapporteur Mathieu Grosch (EPP, BE), in the debate. "Parliament wishes to send a strong signal to Member States to accelerate the transposition of directives into national laws and abolish remaining 'invisible frontiers' so as to complete a single, co-modal and efficient transport area" he added. MEPs ask the Commission to table a proposal by 2014 for the "internalisation of external costs" for all modes of transport, with a view to including noise, pollution and congestion costs in the price paid by the user. Member States should use the revenue that this generates to fund sustainable mobility and transport infrastructure costs, says the resolution. This book contains a collection of papers on room acoustics and environmental noise. Room acoustics is split into four sections: auditorium acoustics, acoustics of religious buildings, acoustics in schools, and absorption, diffusion and reverberation time; five papers on the technically related topic of environmental noise complete the book. The range of issues covered by the book cannot be exhaustive, but the editors believe that current concerns of researchers and practitioners are well addressed. The book includes papers by distinguished figures such as Leo Beranek, R. J. Orlowski, Fergus Fricke and Murray Hodgson, among others. Although topicality has been considered in selecting these papers for publication in book form, having originally been published in the journal Building Acoustics, the emphasis has been on quality and importance. Papers were selected because of their rigor, citation history and contribution to the science and practice of acoustics. In a convenient form, this book constitutes a significant corpus of knowledge on room acoustics and environmental noise and thus will be of interest to architects and civil engineers, as well as to academic researchers in these fields. The editors are members of the Acoustics Research Group at the University of Liverpool.
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